
"Nothing Failed" - A /baaa2/ Collaboration 
"Our Art Our Board" 
Draft Dated 02/02/20 
 
(PLEASE NOTE: Nothing here has been 'edited', just copy/pasted from /baa2/, so we have a 'record' of 
some random concepts anons have posted (nothing official, just anons throwing ideas around 
happily). Nothing here is gospel or canon, OK? Thanks (Just trying to 'do my bit', that's all. Ta.) 
 
"The purpose of this board was to overthrow Yonkers and finally have a board where art and posts don't 
get randomly deleted. Idk why Yonkers insists on making it all about him. Our ideals still stand we can 
pitch ideas about the direction of the Nothing Go series and draw whatever the fuck we please on the 
side. Knowing we won't get censored by some autist that refuses to even continue his online comic. We 
fully support all our Anons to choose the Fursona of their choise, and that will not be dictated to by 
Terrorists." 
 
(Many inspirational thanks to 'Jordan Rivera, aka. Yonkers/Meow Meow 
Kitty/Mittens/Ralsei/Asriel/Jackson/Klim/Jaydane/Joshie/Macker Relashni/Shitto/Bowel Boy/Lil' Macker 
the Brapper aka. Lil’ Dalla Mane etc etc.) 
 
Original Idea (of aj's) was "Nothing Go(at)", but now evolved into "Nothing Failed". 
(Note: Tis a shame that aj and WiZaRd had a falling-out, as they were contributing some great art & 
concepts as well!) 
 
 
Various Character Concepts: 
 
Bowel Boy (Jordie/Yonkers) 
Toilet Man 
Shittens (a shapeshifter) 
 
>Master Baites 
Dude Toilet Man leaves in charge when not around. So a captain look? 
>Seaman Staines 
Obv a coomer so his attire should reflect that. But how? Maybe he jas a anime body pillow as his 
imaginary gf... 
>Roger the Cabin Boy 
??? 
>Major Disaster 
??? 
>Corporal Punishment 
??? 
>Private Parts 
Obv wearing underwear all abouts. 
>Toilet Man 
Done 
>Bowel Boy 
Done 



>Diaper Girl 
Done 
 
aj: 
Kosei the cyclops 
Kozel 
 
Yonkers (but not verified by him, as usual): 
Mittens 
The Human 
Kitty God 
Mitten's Mommy Cat 
Mouse girl. 
Plant girl. 
Woody (fox?) 
 
>Master Baites 
>Seaman Staines 
>Roger the Cabin Boy 
>Major Disaster 
>Corporal Punishment 
>Private Parts 
>Toilet Man 
>Bowel Boy 
>Diaper Girl 
A crew of 9 backed by 
>Lord Diaper 
>Shittens 
>The Diaper Guards 
vs however many characters Jordan has. I guess we gotta make Kitty God some God King to withstand 
being outnumbered. 
 
"Lord Diaper, Toilet Man, Bowel Boy, and Diaper Girl have now been sketched out into characters for 
"Nothing Failed." Next up is the rest of the Toilet Man Crew. Which will take longer to think up. These 
characters will go up against The Kitty God and Jordan's characters." 
 
 
Some random concepts anons have posted (nothing official, just anons throwing ideas around 
happily): 
 
Okay the easiest way to develop the story is to make a sketch that represents a segment of the story. On 
the consecutively numbered (1-2-3 etc.) image write that portion of the story. As you put these into a 
folder they will line up. It will be easy to make a pdf or other visual media...OR see below. 
I just started looking at the tuts for OpenShot video editor and for RedNote book for pdf 
https://rednotebook.sourceforge.io/ 
RedNotebook is a modern desktop journal. It lets you format, tag and search your entries. You can also 
add pictures, links and customizable templates, spell check your notes, and export to plain text, HTML, 
Latex or PDF. It means the file can be saved to your desktop in the above formats. This seems to be a 

https://rednotebook.sourceforge.io/


great way to do a Graphic novel (Manga) wouldn't you agree? So guys I'm going to let you run with it, 
have fun and if you need advice and/or a gentle and kind critique let me know. 
Write the story as much as you want, divide it into chapters, each chapter will be illustrated by 
someone. If you use the 'RedNotebook' the text can be customized and the Illustrations (Images) saved 
into the journal to create a book. It's up to you and whoever helps create the story to decide the format. 
I'm suggesting to use this tool and make it easy to produce a finished product, but you can make it any 
way you want. aj. 
RedNotebook Portable for windows 
https://portableapps.com/apps/office/rednotebook_portable 
 
"Kitty God vs Toilet Man all others mean nothing for the control of the kingdom." 
"Toilet man dying breaks borh Kitty God and Lord Diaper." 
"Toilet Man unlike Lord Diaper is not fueled by hate but a twisted sense of love." 
"The storyline will be a free for all. Lord Diaper takes over the diaper guards and recruits Toilet Man and 
his lusty crew. They invade the kitty god lands. But so does aj and his autist beasts seeing a way to cause 
chaos. Lainbee sides with no one and just attacks anything that approaches her during this atrempt at 
becoming a despot. Kitty God will still despise Toilet Man. And Bowel Boy will still end up turning against 
Toilet Man out of envy down the line." 
"I just based Toilet Man and Kitty God off of Klim and Yonkers. And how they have a toxic love/hate 
relationship where they need to just get a room and fuck at this point tbh. lord Diaper is "the human 
one" fueled by anger. And everyone else is caught in this triangle. Maybe I can base a couple other 
characters off of you and aj in the next chapter." 
 
"Mittens (dead as of issue 1), Nittems (body double twin of Mittens that looks exactly the same), Lord 
Yonkers of Shitto the Odorous (based on an actual guy that eats shit named Jordan Rivera), Adolf Hitler 
from the WW2 series and the merry autismbeasts that slave away eternally raping all in their path at 
Lord Shitto's command (he's a sick fuck)" 
"Jordie is Bowel Boy. So he will betray the death of Toilet Man and be against you." 
"Yonkers is the Captain of the ‘USS Diaper’, with his lusty crew of Master Baites, Seaman Staines, Roger 
the Cabin Boy, Major Disaster, Corporal Punishment and Private Parts. Together, they journey thru the 
bowels of time... with the upmost guidance from Toilet Man, and his trusty sidekicks Bowel Boy and 
Diaper Girl." 
"... taking The Human One to turn into the diaper lord and side with Klim's toilet man memes as his 
naval prate crew. Together they will want to take down your kitty god for control of the kitty god 
kingdom. I gotta come up with how I want the new Lord Diaper and Toilet Man to look. Idk if anyone will 
help. But basically aj can join in with kosei the cyclops or whatever on the mainland for control of the 
kitty god kingdom etc. Its just a project for the board sonits nothing serious anyway." 
"... "the human one" as Lord Diaper. I wanna bring the Toilet Man crew into flesh. Bowel Boy ia easy just 
draw Jordan in a diaper. The rest of the crew is tricky. All I get off of image searches is pirate costumes." 
"Toilet Man cleans where as Jordan and his Kitty God shit." 
""the Human One" loses his lole network and blames the kitty god and dons a diaper as his crown. He 
then reaches out to Toilet Man for his crusade. The brother of Mittens sick of pg bullshit joins them. 
Mittens now must make a choice on who to side with. Lord Diaper and Toilet Man must now take down 
everyone to challenge The Kitty God. Toiletism will crush the kitty god kingdom and rise a new era." 
"... diaper guards. They can serve as Lord Diaper's mercenaries or something. I call it Nothing Failed." 
 
"Ok for the first scene I think it should be Toilet Man engaging The Kitty God on his own in battle. Where 
both are half assing it and not getting too into aggresive tactics. 

https://portableapps.com/apps/office/rednotebook_portable


The Kitty God will say: GTFO of my kingdom Toilet Man I banished you years ago why are you back? 
Toilet Man will respond: The mighty Lord Diaper has sent me! 
A few more attacks and blocks happen before The Kitty God stops and looks all puzzled. 
The Kitty God then says: Who? 
Toilet Man now retreating will shout: In due time you will see matey! 
And this kicks off the intro to Nothing Failed." 
"Meanwhile Lord Diaper will be exchanging strong words with Mittens on their stance over this whole 
coup. 
Mittens will say: 
>Don't do this. It's not too late to stop. If you go through with this you won't live to see it end. 
Lord Diaper responds: 
>It's now or never. I need to know where your loyalties stand. 
Mittens will just shake his head in a simple no then say: 
>I will not be involved in the mess you create. 
Lord Diaper will then state: 
>So be it. 
And with that he departs and walks off toward the beaches where Toilet Man and his crew are 
stationed." 
 
"The little scrap Toilet Man instigated against Kitty God was seen as entertaining on Toilet Man's end 
and a warning to the dangers to come as things start to set into motion. Where as Kitty God is agitated 
and annoyed by the encounter. Not as a serious threat but as something he had to put up with to ruin 
his day. So bringing up this new Lord Diaper isn't seen as a real threat until it's too late." 
"This next part is loose and shakey. Lord Diaper next presents himself at the helms of the kingdom and 
stares down the Diaper Guards. Who give in to his hypnotic stare. And surrender allegiance to The Kitty 
God and turn to side with The Diaper Lord. All while Toilet Man preps his crew for the slaughter awaiting 
them all. Meanwhile Mittens still struggles with who he will fight for. And Shittens finally appears at the 
beaches bitching about his brother and other unrelated things for the cause. 
So far no blood has been drawn so a declaration of war has not appeared. Things appear calm but are 
not as they seem." 
 
"And then suddenly 'LainBee' appears in the sky like an angel, and convinces everyone to ban together 
and fight against the Zombie Nigger Hoard. Our heroes were so consumed with their own concerns that 
they totally didn't realize this common foe that needed killing before it became worse. And so LainBee 
administered the oath of the Brotherhood of KickAss to fight the Zombies and they all had a party to 
make plans and meanwhile became great friends after all, for the time being." 
">And then suddenly 'LainBee' appears in the sky like an angel 
Not against it, but she should appear after the last great battle between kitty god and toilet man to warn 
of a bigger threat 
>and convinces everyone to ban together and fight against the Zombie Nigger Hoard 
We can instead call it aj's army of Nothing Go(at!) creatures. Or are you commited to zombies? 
>Our heroes were so consumed with their own concerns that they totally didn't realize this common foe 
that needed killing before it became worse 
I dig it. 
.>And so LainBee administered the oath of the Brotherhood of KickAss to fight the Zombies 
Alright so the already depleted numbers for control of kitty god realm gotta set aside their beef to calm 
down aj. I can roll with it. 
>and they all had a party to make plans 



Gotta add humour somehow tbh. 
>became great friends after all, for the time being 
Eh, we can call them tolerating each other but not technical friends. The control of the kitty god realm 
lust is still there but they will not slaughter each other only for aj to win the kingdom. 
Any changes or wanna just stick to your fork as a side story?" 
"Before LainBee kicks in Toilet Man and Lord Diaper manage to reach the main land for an assault on the 
kingdom itself. Lord Diaper was clever enough to leave the Diaper Guards dormant. And Toilet Man took 
his ship through the sewers to avoid detection. After Lord Diaper and Shittens shed blood against a few 
of Jordan's characters the hint is made and Kitty God revs up for war. An all out blood shed is declared 
on the kingdom itself when Kitty God witnesses his guards betray him. This drives him into God Mode to 
the point of killing all around yet focusing on Lord Diaper who cannot withstand the blows..." 
"The guards are shred to pieces. Toilet Man's crew is heavily wounded. And Lord Diaper is finally about 
to stare the dead face to face with the choke of Kitty God's hand. Until Toilet Man does the ultimate 
sacrifice. He pulls his last wicked move "the royal flush card" his ace up his sleeve. He drags Kitty God 
down into the sewers with him and into the sea to be forgotten. The crew heavily damaged is in awe 
and shock. Lord Diaper at the brink of death is dropped to his knees. Only to see his only hope die. Kitty 
God himself breaks free from Toilet Man's curse by slicing himself in half and regenerating." 
 
"I want a darker more breath taking stance to my story. Thank you for the next phase to introduce 
Lainbee and aj with his beasts. But idfk man. I want rivals and walls built. Except Toilet Man dies for Lord 
Diaper. Leaving his own crew to serve the Lord. 
That should serve chapter one. 
Next chapter is vs aj and his heasts allied with lainbee." 
 
">Shittens finally appears at the beaches bitching about his brother and other unrelated things for the 
cause. 
[Shittens arrives to the stationed crew only to see Toilet Man having a little picnic on the beaches 
equipped with a small table and luxury items where he is currently day drinking. Toilet Man then waves 
Shittens over and pours him a drink.] 
Shittens then says 
>Cut the bullshit what is it you and Lord Diaper are planning? 
Toilet Man replies 
>A new era my boy, Toiletism will inherit the soon to be fallen kingdom 
Shittens not looking amused 
>You two retards don't have a plan... 
This causes Toilet Man to laugh it off 
>Aye aye lad plans fall apart all the time so we're winging it 
Shittens then sighs 
>When have things ever gone your way? Wtf makes you think this little idea of yours will work? 
Toilet Man trying to come off as sly 
>Ye of little faith aren't here for no reason it is written in the stars! 
Shittens then states 
>Whatever man, if things end up going south I won't hesitate to turn on you 
Toilet Man with a smile extending his hand 
>Welcome aboard mate! 
And thus comes to be Shittens now backing up Toilet Man and Lord Diaper's unholy union." 
 
 



"Shittens only sides with Lord Diaper over sibling rivalry from the get go. Otherwise he would have never 
appeared at Toilet Man's doorsteps." 
 
""A brownhole vortex that squeezes your colon out for every last drop". 
>maybe some torture car that feeds off its victims gasses to power or toiletism's version of hell" 
 
"Toilet Man Bowel Boy and Diaper girl split from Shiitens and Lord Diaper. Lord Diaper encounter Kozel. 
Shittens steps in to battle. 
>don't look at me there is no vctory... 
>close your eyes and let it bleed... 
Shittens and Kozel have history/beef. 
They squash it with blood then. And progress a forest into the mainland away from the beach." 
 
----------------------------------- 


